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fa'ctllty ame (1) Docket Number (2) .fAgt (31

AfAldwPod 1 O l ll l l l l J L A}.h l s ,_.L .91 .tk L '*

iltle (4) Spurious Train B Solid State Protection System Actuations due to Component Fallure, Personnel Error, and
Component Design Interface Deficiency.
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AB$ TRACT (Limit to 1400 spaces, i.e. approximately fifteen single-space typewritten . lines) (16)

At 0345 on September 29, 1990 the Train 8 Solid State Protection System ($$PS) inittsted a Containment
Ventilation Isolation $lgnal. No components repositioned as all were in their required state. At 1735 a
spurious Train B $afety Injection $lgnal ($1) occurred causing a Reactor Trip and Containment Isolation to
occurr as well as starting Train B ECC$ components. The 8 Train of $$P$ was declared inoperable and a plant

,,

cooldown was initiated. At 0013 on September 30, 1990 a Reactor Operator was performing an $$PS test
procedure when the Train B $$PS Memories Test switch was inadvertently rotated f rom Of f to position 23. This
enabled the Pressuriser and Steamilne Low pressure $1 and Steamline Isolation circuits which had been
blocked. With both pressures below their respective setpoints, a Train B $1 and a $teamilne Isolation
occurred. Due to the Steamline isolation, the RCS temperature increased about 12 degres f rom 340 to 352
degrees F over the next 14 minutes until cooling was re-estabitshed. 350 degrees F is the lower limit of Mode
3 operation. At 1020 on October 3,1990 a spurious Train 8 Feedwater Isolation occurred with the Unit in
Cold Shutdown. The causes of the event were component failure, personnel error, and component design

' interface. Train 8 $$PS was repaired, training will be provided, and the Memories Test $ witch was
re-oriented. Previous Corrective actions are not appilceble to this event.

'!
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:)

1
A. PLANT CONDITION $ PRIOR TO EVENT:

Occurrence #1
,

Unit: Braldwood I; Event Date: September 29, 1990; Event Time: 0345'

Mode: 1; - Power Operation Rx Power: 92%;

r
RC$ (AB) Temperature / Pressure: NOT/NOP

Occurrerce #2:

Unit: Scaldwood 1; Event Date: September 29, 1990; Event Time: 1735;
_

Mode: 1 - Poo r Operation Ru Power: 99%;

RC$ Temperature / Pressure: NOT/NOP

Occurrence #3:
_

Unit: Braidwood I; Event Date: September 30, 1990: Event Time: 0013;

Node: 4 - Power Operation Ra Power: 0%;

RC5 Temperature / Pressure: 340 degrees F/1100 psig

7 Occurrence #4:

- Unit: Braldwood I; Event Date: October 3, 1990; Event Time: 1020;

Mode: $ - Cold $hutdown; Rx Power: 0%;

RCS Temperature / Pressure: 100 degrees F/360 psig;

8. DESCRIPil0N Of EVENT:
_

There were no systems or components inoperable at the beginning of the event which contributed to the severity of
the event.

'

At 0345 on September 29,1990 Unit 1 Train B Solid State Protection System ($$P$) (JE) n' lated a Containmen'
Ventilation Iseletion Actuation (VA) signal for Train 8. No components repositioned as ..I were in their E$t |

= required state I

- At 0404, af ter verifying that a High Radiation Condition did not exist, phe Nuclear Station Operator (NSO
gggfgeacter Operator) reset the signal.

,s y
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,

At 0$11 the appropriate NRC notification was made via the EN$ phone system pursuant to 10CFR$0.72(b)(2)(1).

At 173$ the following spurious actuation signals were received as Indicated by the Sequence of Events
Recorder ($ER).

1. Containment Ventilation isolation Train D.
2. Containment Phase A Isolation Train B.
3. Train 8SafetyInjection ($1) (DQ. BR) components actuating.
4 Turbine Trip
5. Reactor Trip

This is the order the signals were received en the $equence of Events Recorder. A $afety Injection $lgnal
would initiate the other 4 actuations. The red first out annunciators received were " Turbine Trip above P-8"
on the. Reactor Control Annunciator Board, and " Reactor irlp/ Turbine Trip" On the Turbine Control Annunciator
Board.

The NS0s under the direction of the $tation Control Room Engineer ($CRE) and the $hif t Supervisor ($$)
(Licensed Senior Reactor Operators) entered the appropriate Emergency procedures. Af ter verifying that a

,

valid condition for a $afety Injection had not occurred, automatic actions were vertfled for components that
would actuate f rom the B Train of $$P$. The following components did not revert to their expected ESF
configuration.

1. The running Feedwater (FW) ($J) Pumps 18 and 1C did not trip. These pumps were manually tripped by the
WSO.

2. The motor operated discharge valves of all three FW pumps, IFW002A, 8, and C did not automatically
close. The N$O manually closed the valves.

3. The D Steam Generator FW regulating valve, Ifw0540 Initially showed dual indication. After several
minutes it went full closed without operator action.

-4.- The Non Accessible Filter Plenum Charcoal Booster Fans (VF) for the 08 and OC Plenums. Fans 00 and OE
respectively. did not auto start. At the direction of the $$ and $CRE, the f ans were not manually
started.

All other components functioned as expected. Stable plant conditions were (suiediately established. The

minimum RCS pressure during the event was 2170. maximum Pressuriser Level was 7$1, and RCS temperature
essentially followed the program band as it returned to 5$7 degrees F following the trip. The increase in
Pressurlaer level corresponds to an increase in inventory of approximately 2000 gallons.

At.1743 the NSO reset the $1 signal in accordance with the Emergency Procedures. ECCS components that had
actuated were secured and placed in standby. Automatic $1 capability for Train B $$PS was not reestablished
at this time as a cognizant decision by the $$ and SCRE.

j _ At 1819 the NS0s placed all Train B ECCS component control switches in the pullout position. This was done

|
at _ the direction 'of the $$ to preclude an auto start while re-estabilshing Auto $1 capability for Train 8

i $$PS. The Reactor Trip breakers (AA) were cycled which is the method for re-enabling automatic $1. No train
; B $$PS actuations occurred. The control switches were lamediately returned to the af ter trip position which

provides for automatic initiation. The A train of $$PS had been operable and available throughout the event.

9002m(192690)/4
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At 1942 af ter completion of a preliminary review of the event, the B Train of $$P$ was declared inoperable.
The appropriate Technical Specification Action Statements were entered and compiled with. A plant cool down
was initiated to place the Unit in Mode 5. Cold Shutdown, to ef fect repairs to the B Train of $$PS in

accordance with the Technical Specification Action Statement.

At 1943 the appropriate NRC notification was made via the ENS phone system pursuant to 10CFR50.72(b)(1)(i)
and 10CFR50.72(b)(2)(ii).

At 2320 Unit I entered Mode 4 Hot Shutdown.

At 0013 on September 30.1990 en N$0 was performing the initial condition verifications for Braldwood Unit 1
Operating Surveillance (18w0$) 3.1.1-21 " Unit One $$PS, Reactor Trip Breaker, and Reactor Trip Bypass
Breaker BI-Monthly ($taggered) Surveillance (Train B)". Portions of this procedure were going to be

performed in an attempt to trouble-shoot the B Train of $$P$. In accordance with step F.1.4.f. the " Memories
Test $ witch' was to be verified in the "0FF" position. The NSO observed that the switch was part way between
position of f and position 1. - The N50 lightly turned the switch toward the of f position, believing that it
actually was in that position but appeared part way out of position due to " free play" in the switch. This
action caused the switch to rotate to position 23. Placing the switch in position 23 resulted in the
Pressurl:er Pressure Low Pressure $1 and the Main Steamilne Low Pressure $1 and Steamilne Isolation, which
had been blocked, to be re-enabled for Train B. A Train B $1 and Steamilne Isolation occurred.

The appropriate tamediate actions were vertfled in accordance with the emergency procedures. Once again, the
Auxillary Building Non- Accessible Filter Plenum Charcoal Booster Fans did not auto start. The FW components
that did not actuate during the previous Train B $1 were already in their ESF positions. All other
components functioned as designed.

At 0015 the $1 signal was reset and the Train B ECCS components were secured. The IB Auxilian 'Hwater
(AF) (BA) pump was also secured. The 1A AF pump, which had been in operation prior to the $1 actuation,
remained in eperation. Due to the Steamline !$olation temperature control via the steam dumps was,

momentarily halted. This caused RC$ terferature to begin increasing. The RCS temperature was being
) maintained at 340 degrees F prior to the $teamline Isolation.

At 0021 the 1A At pump tripped on low suction pressure. The N$0 started the 18 AF pump.

At 0023 the NSO observed that the RCS Temperature had increased to 346 degrees F. The NS0 opened the steam
Generator Power Operated Rollef Valves-(PORV) on the A, B, and D Steamitnes to approximately 10% open in an
attempt to maintain temperature.

At 0025 the N$0, who observed that RCS temperature had increased to 348 degrees F, opened the A, B, and D
PORVs to 100% open.

At 0026 the shif t Engineer (SE) (Licensed Senior Reactor Operator) directed the NSO to reset the Main
Steamilne Isolation and re-Initiate t e' . ure control via the steam dumps. The NSO reset the Main
Steamilne Isolation $lgnal and closed the neam dumps which had been open in manual. During the next several
minutes the N$O opened the Main $teamline Isolation Valve (M51V) By-pass vahes one at a time. This resulted
in pressurialng the Steamilnes from an inillal pressure of approximately 1 psia, to 90 psig within a one
minute time period. Additionally, the NS0 reopened the steam dumps when pressures appeared equal. Due to
the relatively low $teamline pressure of 90 psig, temperature response in the RCS was sluggish.

9002m(192690)/5
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At 0028 the RC$ Temperature increased to 350 degrees F which is the lower limit for Mode 3. Hot Standby,
conditions.

At 0030 RCS reached 352 degrees F ar.d then started to decrease in response to the cooling ef fects of the
steam flow via the steam dumps and the PORVs.

At 0033 the RCS decreased below 350 degrees F. When temperature returned to 340 degrees F steam flow was
reduced and the RCS was maintained at that temperature.

As a result of the $1 Pressuriser level increased from an initial value of 31% to 63%. This would
correspond to a volume increase of approntmately 3860 gallons. Additionally, RCS pressure which was at 1100
psig at the start of the event increased to 1300 psig. Stable plant conditions were inmiediately

| established.

At 0045 the N$0 started the 1A AF pump.

!

| At 0046 the 1A AF pump again tripped during manipulations with the flow control valves. The 18 AF pump
remained in operation throughout the evolution.

! At 0050 while attempting to close the D PORV, the controller IPK-MSO44A appeared to de-energlie. The PORV
| indicated 2 - 3% open at the time. The NSO shif ted the control switch f rom the auto to the close position

and the valve went full closed.
,

At 0236 the appropriate NRC notification was made via the EN$ phone system pursuant to 10CFR50.72(b)(2)(ll).

At 2210 Unit I entered Mode 5. .

At 0001 on October 1.1990 RC$ temperature reached 180 degrees I and the cool down was terminated.

At 1020 on October 3.1990 the NSO observed that the FW tempering line isolation valves on the A and B Steam
Generators were isolated and the FW isolation actuated Ilght was illuminated for Train B. The NSO reset the
FW isolation and established FW flow to the A and B Steam Generators.

The appropriate NRC notification via the ENS phone system was made at 1153 pursuant to 10CFR50.72(b)(2)(ii).

On October 11, 1990 during a plant inspection tour it was identified that a pipe hanger on the 18 Main
Steamilne was damaged. The hanger embed plate had pulled away from the concrete that it was connected to.

,

. The- SE was lasnediately notified. During the next several days a detailed inspection of the Main Steamline'

Pipe support system was conducted for the steamlines of Unit I and Unit 2. The inspection Identified that 13
additional pipe supports on the 'I B Main Steamline had experienced some degree of movement. There was no
evidence of any movement on any other steamline on Unit 1. Additionally, there was no evidence of any pipe'

movement on any of the Unit 2 Main Steamline pipe supports including the 28 Main Steam 1tne which has sis)lar
;

; characteristics in regards to supports and pipe routing as its Unit 1 counterpart.

This event is being reported pursuant to:

any event or condition that resulted in manual or automatic actuation of any10CFR$0.73(a)(2)(iv) -

Engineered Safety Feature, including the Reactor Protection System.

9002m(102690)/6
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TEXT Energy Industry Identification System (E!!$1 codes are identified in the text as (XX) I,
,

10CfR50.73(a)(2)(1)(A) - The completion of any nuclear plant shutdown required by tiie plant's Technical
$pecifications.

10CTR50.73(a)(2(1)(B) - Any operation or condition prohibited by the plants Technical Specifications.

C. CAU$C Of EVENT

The root cause of the Spurious Train B $$PS actuations has been attributed to an internal problem with $$P$
processing ciriuttry. The actuations did not produce first out annunciators consistent with process input or
input logic bay function problems. This would tend to indicate that the problem was related to the output
function port on of Train B $$PS. Additionally there were no indications of bistable status lights
illuminating o' $ER printouts that would be an indication of process input malfunctions.

The cause of t se f ailure of the IB and C FW pim to trip and the IFW002A, B, and C valves to close during
the first $1 in'tiation has been attributs to the extremely short duration of the $1 signal. The actuation
of these FW components is accomplished by energlaing a non latching relay in the output portion of $$PS which
in ture energines a non-14tching auxiliary relay, external to Train B $$PS, which initiates. the actuation.
Due to the nature of the spurious signal. It is believed that duration of the signal was too short to
initiate the function.

The cause of the failure of Auxillary Building Nnn Accessible Filter Plenum Charcoal Booster Fans OD and DE
to aute start has t,een identified as component f ailure exclusive to the B Train $$PS. Further investigation
revealed that the 00 fan had a defective breaker and the OE fan had a defective motor.

The cause of the failure of the IFWO540 valve to Indicate full closed has been identitled as a minor mis-
adjustment of a limit switch.

The root cause of the inadvertant $1 that was initiated by operation of the Memories Test switch in the 8
Train $$PS has been attributed to Personnel Error. A contributing cause to the event was equipment interface
design for the control indication of the Memories Test $ witch.

1
'

The root cause of the 1A AF pump trips has been attributed to oscillations of the Af flow control valves
during control at lower flow rates. Tests conducted on October 2,1990 with the low suction pressure trip
bypassed identified three cases of suction pressure dips belnw the trip setpoint occurring during flow
control valve manipulations at low flow conditions.

The f ailure of the D $teamline PORV has been attributed to a f ailure of the controller.

| The root cause of the damage to the IB Main $teamline pipe supports is believed to be the result of abnormal
! steam / water hasune r forces being exerted on the steamilne piping during the pressurination of the Main

Steamilae $ystem that occurred at 0029 on September 30. 1990. The steamline piping downstream of the MS!V's,
was pressurized from an initial pressure of approximately I psla to 90 psig within the time span of I
cinute. This occurred 16 minutes following the inadvertent Main steamline Isolation. This evolution was
performed due to the perceived need to halt the gradual RCS temperature increase prior to reaching the Mode 3
temperature limit of 350 degrees F.

,
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0. $ArtTY ANALY$l$1

This event had no effect on the safety of the plant or the pubilc. The $$P$ actuations that were generated
were neither desired nor required and were inappropriate for the existing plant conditions. The redundant A
Train of $$PS was operable and evallable to inttiete the necessary t$F actuations had a valid need occurred.
Additionally, it has been concluded that the problems with the Train B $$PS processing circuitry would not
have precluded its initiation of the appropriate E$F actuations had a valid need occurred.

Under the worst case condition of a valid situation occurring requiring any or all of the t$F actuation
functions of $$PS there would sill 1 be no ef f ect as this is enveloped in section 7 of the Updated final
Safety Analysts Report. The redundancy and physical train separation of the $$PS provide for initiation and
actuation of adequate components to perform all required safety functions from a single Train of $$PS

|
combined with it's associated train of operable output components. The A Train of $$p$ including all
associated A Train components were operable and available throughout the event.

C. CORRECTIVE ACTION $:.

j lasnediate Corrective actions were to verify automatic actuations and place the plant in a stable condition.
The Unit was placed in Cold Shutdown to effect repairs.

A Westinghouse $$P$ empert was contacted and arrived on site October 1,1990 to assist plant personnel with
the trouble shooting ef fort. Trouble shooting ef forts for Train B $$PS did not positively identify a
defective component, but by systematically evaluating the nature of the f ailures it was concluded that the
most itkely cause would be the intermittent f ailure of Safeguards Output Card A516. The card was replaced.
The removed card was placed on a test rack and is currently being monitored. As an additional measure, the
following components were also replacedt

Safeguards Output Card A517
Universal logic Cards A213. A313. A308, A311. A416. A210
48/15 volt power supply #1

?

A visual inspection of the termi point connections of the replaced cards was performed. A stray 3/8 inch

| long piece of bare #22 wire with solder on one end was found in the area of cards A213 and A313. Examination
using a microscope identified indications of arcing. It is theorized that this wire may have caused a

,

I momentary short across several pins causing some or all of the spurious actuations. No othar problems were
identified during the inspection.

The Memories fest switch was rotated so that the indicator points directly at OFF when the switch is in the
off position.

,

As an additional measure the Train B $$PS is being monitored by use of scopes and chart recorders in an
attempt.to ensure that all components are performing in a reliable manner. Both the $$p$ monitoring and the
testing of the cards that were removed are sil11 In progress. These actions will be tracked to completion by
action item 4$6-200-90-03901,

9002m(102690)/6
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A modification to the AF pump flow control valves was planned for the next refueling outage. As a result of
this etent, the modification was completed during this unit shutdown. This modification changed the valve ;

*

trim of the AF flow control valves to provide for better control throughout all ranges of AF flow. This
modification was previously installed on the associated AF valves of Braidwood Unit 2 and on both Byron
Units, preliminary results have indicated that this modification corrects the problems of oscillations at
low flow conditions.

The breaker for Auxillary Building Non Accessible filter plenum Charcoal Booster Fan OD has been replaced. ,

The motor for the OE fan is being replaced. These f ailures will be evaluated for adverse trend concerns in
accordance with the normal root cause trending process.

The control card for the 10 Steamline PORV has been replaced. The valve has performed satisf actorily since
replacement.

The pipe supports for all four steamilnes were inspected. In addition to the damaged embed plate for pipe
support IM501043R, there were 13 additional pipe supports requiring rework as a result of the transient. All
pipe supports identified were on the 8 Steamilne. there were no abnormallties identified on any of the other
steamlines that were a result of the transient.

Surf ace and visual exams were performed on the B Steamilne piping. No signs of piping degradation were
identified. Additionally, the Braldwood 1 Architect and Engineer, $ argent & Lundy, performed a pipe stress
analysis using data collected from a detailed inspection of the failed support. Based on the results of this
analysis it was concluded that the stresses the B steamline experienced were within allowable limits. 1his

;
' analysis was further supported by the results of the surface and visual inspections.

iAll pipe support rework was completed prior to the return to power operation which occurred on October 22,
1990.

Braidwood Operating procedure (Bw0p) MS-9, "Equalleation of pressure Around the Main Steam Isolation Valves",
has been revised to notify the Technical Staf f to perform a walk down of the of the steam tunnel portion of
the MS system following the completion of Bw0p MS-9 or following a Main Steamline Isolation Event. This

I action is documented in action item 456-200-90-03902.

| This event will be covered as part of Operator training, emphastning the need to follow the provisions of
Sw0p MS-9. As an interim measure, all MSIV's and H$1V bypass valves will be caution carded to require strict
adherence to the provisions Bw0P MS-9 prior to operating the valves. These cards will remain in ef fect untti
training is completed for all current on shif t Ilcensed operating personnel. This action will be tracked to

'

j. completion by action item 456-200-90-03903.

pipe supports on the 1 B Main $teamline have been adjusted to remove the small incline on both the north -
south, and east - west portion of the steamline.

!
.

.!
<
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TEKT Energy Industry Identification $ystem ([115) codes are identified in the text as (XX)'

i

F. PREVIOUS OCCURRENC[$:

There have been previous occurrences of seurious ESF actuations. The corrective actions were implemented
addressing both root and contributing causes. Previous corrective actions are not applicable to this event.

G. COMPONENT FAILURE DATA

Manufacturer Homenclature Model Number MFG Part Number

Westinghouse Safeguards Output 6056032001

Card

Reitance Fan Motor 34F882594A7WD

Westinghouse 480V Breaker D$206

Westinghouse Controller /MA 880200lG02

1PK-M$044A

4

i
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